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ON IiuRWAXD EJXTION FOR TIIZlLp'AL IWJJLATION IN HY?iXSONIC FLIGHT 
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A review is presented of recent work on the flow from a single forward- 
facing orifice in a supersonic or hypersonic stream. The particular asnect 
of this work discussed here is how to shape the profile of the orifice and the 
body so that the ejected gas remains attached to the body and thus envelops it 
in a smooth layer which can be used to reduce heat transfer to the body 
surface. Dissipative effects are neglectecl, except ncross the detached shock 
wave. The review begins with a more slzecifio formulation of the problem, 
made with the help of some detailed experimental observations by Tucker- 
Then accounts are given of Eminton's method for constant-pressxe :x-ofiles in 
plane flow, and of the theoretical and experimental work of Baron and Alzner 
on axially symmetric bodies. The results are discussed and it is concluded 
that while the aim has in some oases been achieved a reliable method of design 
does not yet exist. Some su,-gestions for further work are made. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Before hypersonic flight in the atmosphere can be sustained some methoa 
must be found for protecting the surface and especially the nose and the 
leaG.ng ekes of the vehicle from over-heatiw. Ablation and heat-sink 
techniques are well suited to cases where the heating is of short duration, as 
in re-entry flight. To reduce aerodynamic heating in sustained flight, 
attention has been given among others to methods of placing and maintaining a 
layel? of gas over the critical parts of the surface: by distributed trans- 
piration throu* a porous surface or, alternatively, by forward eJection from 
a shaped orifice. More attention hao been given, hitherto, to the former 
method, where the difficulties are chiefly mechanical, but the mechalucal 
simplicity of the latter has led some to tackle its aerodynamic difficulties. 
This aerodynamic problem, namely the design and performance of the orifioe- 
body combination, is the subject of the present review, 

The earlier experiments on the eJeotion of a &as from the nose of a blunt 
bocly in a hypersonic stream, by l;oI.;ehon5 and by iJarred, were mainly 
exploratory. No serious attempt to shape the orifice was made. Separation 
or lari;e-scale mixing occurred except at the snallest ejection rates, and no 
appreciable reduction of the overall heat transfer was obtained. The nature 
of the problem had not been fully recognised but the work insplrecl new efforts 
and recently some positive results have been obtained. Lam2 and Emintod 
have onlculated a family of two-dmensional orifice-body profiles which have 
constant pressure over the curved part of the profile. Because Eminton's 
work is more general, the discusslon will be confined to her results. For 

the calculation it is assumed that the flow between tie interface and the 
orlflce is incompressible. The resulting pressure bstribution along the 
interface approximates that due to a hyi,ersonic flow. Bnron and Alzne&+ 
have tested a family of axially synunetric bo$.ies with nroflles based on 
approximate incompressible solutions for a hemispherical body in a hypersonic 
stream. And Tucker' has made more detailed experimental observations of a 
set of axially symmetric bodies with surfaces generated from Eminton's two- 
dimensional profiles. In both experiments, cases of attached flow were 
obtnined for a range of eJected mash flows. 

A common feature of the above more recent work is the considqrsticn of the 
flov~ In the vicinity of the oriflse in isolation from the remainder of t:le fllaa.. 
iloreover, althou;!] the nsin aim is to obtain a flou field d~ich substantially 

rec'uces the heat transfer to the surr^aoe, heat transfer itself is not 
consiclered. Finally, while the layer of ejected gas offers a means of 
obtaining a suitable fuel-air mixture requred for combustion and also a means 
of reducing the dreg of the aircraft, mitiw and viscous effects and drag 
reduction are not investigated. 

This review begins with a more specific formulation of the problem, made 
with the help of the detaded flow observations of Tucker'. This is followed 
by accounts of Xminton's method' for constant-pressure profiles, and of the 
theoretical and. experimental work of Baron and Alznedb on axially synnnetric 
bodies. The assumptions, the analyses and the experimental results ~511 
be summarised and some of the shortcormngs btill be discussed. 
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2 A FOREI[ILATION OF TIC FTIOBIZiI --- 

A sketch of the desired flow field is shown in Fig.1. It features a 
uniform hypersonic flow upstream, Q curved detached bow shock-wave, an 
ejeoted gas stresm, a distinct regular interface and a shaped orifice-body. 
The chief requirement is that the ejected gas follows the surface without 
separation, turnin to envelop the body so that the oncoming stream has no 
contact with the surface. For a two-dimensional or az&Clly-symmetric body 
there will be a free, detached, stagnation point on the interface. Thus Qn 
obvious operating condition is that the total pressure of the ejected gas 
(on the stagnation streamline) equal the total pressure of the oncoming flow 

On the stagnation streamline downstream of the shock. Since the oncoming 
flow is hypersonio the flow downstream of the normal part of the shock will 
be at a low subsonic sized, and it is plausible to regard that flow, and the 
adjoining ejecied flow, as inoompressible. 

Fig.2(s) is a typical shadowgraph due to Tucker', of the flow described 
above. Tucker constructed his axially symmetric models by the simple 
expedient of rotating theoretical two-dimensional profiles of Eminton3, SO 

his observations cannot be quentitatively related to the theory. Neverthe- 
less, the observations are instructive. The orifice cannot, of course, be 
seen, but the interface is distinct". In Fig.3 is shown the corresponding 
measured distribution of static pressure around the Srofile. The station 
at which the ejected flow reaches sonic velocity, as calculated by assuming 
isentropic flow, is marked S. Also shown are pressure distributions for 
zero ejection rate and for a mass flow so large that separation of the 
ejected gas and serious distortion of the bon shock occur. This breakdown 
of the ejeoted stream is shown in the shadowraph of Fig.2(b). Note that 
where the desired flow is obtcined the pressure gradient around the profile 
is nearly zero or favourable but there is a strong adverse pressure gradient 
in the undesirable flow. The shadowgraph 2(b),shows the adverse pressure 
gradient to be associated with separation and extraneous shock waves, 
Note also that in the desired flow the sonio point is reached only after the 
ejected gas has turned through about 130' whilst in the undesirable flow the 
sonic point lies well up the orifice, before the ejected gas has turned at 
all. 

The experimental evidence sugests that two conditions should be aimed 
at in the design of the profile. First, the shape should be such that 
adverse pressure gradients on the surface are avoided. This would ensure 
that the ejected gas does not separate and would minimise the risk of large- 
scale mixing with the oncoming flow. It is possible that the interface is 
unstable and unsteady but there has not yet been any experimental evidence 
(with only amall density difY%rences across the interface) of such an 
instability at supersonic speeds. Secondly, and related to the first 
condition, most of the turning of the ejected gas should be aocom?lished sub- 
sonically, to minimize the risk of over-expansion, which would be followed by 
compression, extraneous shock waves, end possibly by separation. 

* The ejection rat% here is about 25 times the value at which Warren's ejected 
flow became dotached , in terms of Warren~smaes-flow coefficient. 
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It is not, easy but nevertheless possible to satisfy the above conditions. 
The existence of a stagnation point on the interface implies that adverse 
pressure Cracxents must exist within the ejected flow, close to ivhere they are 
required to be favourable. This is illustrated in Fig.4, which shows lines 
of constant pressure (or velocity) and velocity vectors, for one of Eminton's 
profiles. riote that the CUPW~ part of the body is an isobaric surface. 
Smce, in the real flow, the pressure must be continuous across the interface, 
the ejected Gas must accelerate at some stage to supersonic speeds. It 
might be assumed, as Emintodand Baron and Alsner4 have done, that both the 
ejected flow and the flow downstream of the shock are incompressible. The 
argument is that there will be a limited region where the assumption is valid., 
and that if the resulting theoretical pressure distribution along the inter- 
face in this limited reCion approximates the actual distribution the method 
will be justified. 

Another simplifying assumption, made by Dminton 3 4 and by Baron and Alsner , 
is that viscous effects and mixing are negligible. The limited experimental 
evidence shows that this is not justified for the ejeoted flow as a whole: 
an application' of the oonse=bion laws to the problem of thrust recovery 
with forward ejection yields recovery values for inviscid flow that are 
appreciably larger than the measured ones. Dowever, in the limited region 
near the orifice and for the purpose of designing the shape of the curved 
wall , possible viscous displacement effects are the main concern, and it 
may be assumed that here, where the wall is highly curved and pressure forces 
are lsrge, viscous displacement effects along the wall and along the inter- 
faces will be negligible, to a first approximation. 

It 1s worth noting that if a satisfactory inviscid and incompressible 
solution for the ejected flow 13 found, the solution will in principle 
suffice for any ejected gas no matter what the density, This can be deduced 
from the equations of motion ati the condition of continuity of pressure across 
the interface. For a given free stream, and a given body, flow similarity 
rci112be Wintained with different ejected gases simply by keeping 

PjVj 
constant, where vj is some characteristic velocity of the ejected gas 

and p. is its ilenslty. In practice, this generalisation may fail, if much 
midni across the interface occurs or if the interface becomes unstable for 
the interface will be a vortex sheet when there is a difference of densfty 
across it. 

It is also worth noting the oloee relation bet&en ejection from a two- 
dimensional profile <and ejection from an infinitely long swept leading-edge, 
a case of obvious importance. As is usual in such cases, two-dimensional 
flow is assumed in the plane normal to the leading edge. Thus Eminton's 
method, and her results, apply equally to both swept and unswept leading- 
edge 3. An important physical difference in the swept case is that only the 
components of flow normalto tie leading-eke are brou&t to rest. Although 
the problem is still essentially two-dimensional, another parameter is at 
one's disposal: the component of ejected flow parallel to the leading edge. 

3 THE i,BWHOD OF EEiIWJ!ON31;Y)R CONSTANT-lXiXSC%E PROFILES 

Eminton replaces the flow field of FiC.1 by one in which the flow on 
each side of the interface is incompressible and inviscid, the bold anprosoh 
noted in Section 2 above. She considers the irrotational two-dimensional 



flow about a symmetrical orifice-body which is to be shaped 80 that the 
pressure on the curved part of the profile is constant. The condition that 
the pressure at the resulting interface should be that of a body in hypersonic 
flow is not satisfied specifically, but the analysis is oarried out on the 
hypothesis that the oondltion will be satisfied approximately in some of the 
solutions (as it is). To avoid separation a body shape with constant or 
falling pressure must be found. The two-dimensional problem for a body with 
constant pressure (or constant velocity) is readily solved by the hodograph 
method; Lhe corresponding problem in axially symmetric florr cannot be solved 
with comparable ease. 

In the uvual manner, n como1e.u velocity c and a complex potential CO are 
introduced, which are analytic f'unotions of the complex variable 3, related 
by 

The prescribed quantities are the free-stream velocity v& the initial 
velocity of the gas to be ejected far upstream in the orifice v j, an3 the 
(constant) speed vm of the ejected gas as it rounds the profile (in Lam's 

2 work , vm = v J- l?rom there the essential features of the fl.ow in the C or 
hodograph plane are constructed, and the cornFlex potential at a point g is 
written down: 

(IJ = -  m log(?: + vj) t m log(L - vJ - p(g - vJ-' 

- m lo&;/< + Vj) t m log$& - VJ - +2& - VJ'. 

. . . (2) 

The terms on the right-hand sitie are due, respectively, to a aouroe of 
strength m at c = -v 

3' 
a sink of equal strength at Z = v, (the final state 

of the ejected ‘as), a doublet of strength -p at r: = v, (the far free-stream) 
and such other singularities outside the circle of radius v as make the m 
circle a streamline. Since the origin in the hodograph plane is a stagmtion 
point in the hodograph flow, the doublet strength 11 and the souroe strength m 
ere related, from equation (2), by 

p = [lj'V,+ Vj)(Vmvj t vf) vJi(vi - vi) vj] -lrn, 
1 

(3) 
\ 

and m is related to the initial width 2h of the orifioe by 

m = hv/x. 
j 
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From equations (I) and (2),ad malclng use of (3), 

v 
Xl log(b + Vj) - O3 

m - ,I 
- log(i: - v,, + $- (;: - v,, -1 

z = _- 

vj 2 Do 

v, m + ,-r 
-" lo& + Z/Vj) - --__ 2 -1 

2 
2 lo& - vi/vm) - , L( vo, 5 - Vn) 

V m 

+ & constant. (5) 

Equations (2) anA (5) enable z snd w to be evsluated from chosen valueSiF 
the velocity c. Thus, to find the shape of a profile, choose t; = vm e s.na 
evaluate z for 0 < 0 G 7(. The shape depends only on the ratios v :V :vm 

w J 
or Y km jm' ana v /V with h as a soalin,- faotor. 

Eminton conclufios by showins how the incompressible results may be 
adapted to the hypei,sonio problem. If the pressure p at the interface can 
be approtimated by Lhe modifid-Newtonian relation 

P - *co = co5 
p, - pea 

2 0, (6) 

where pwis the pressure of the hypersonic free-stream, p, is the pressure 

at the stagnation point and 0 is the can&e bety:een the normal to the surface 
and the free-stream direction, the velocity of an incompressible ejected &as 
along the interface would be given by 

.1. 
v = r- / 2(ps - pm)/pjT sin 0 . (7) 

In the hodocraph plane this represents a circle through the origin with 
its oentre on the axis of symmetry. Now, for many combinations of vkm and 
V./V the theoretical interface in the hodoL,raph plane does in fact approximate 
ta I% above and has a diameter of, say, lc. Hence, by identifying the two, 

P& _ "s-Pwv.i/ym2 

PA - :p,v2c k > ' 03 
(8) 
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where p co andVm(+ VJ are the density and velocity of the hypersonic free- 
atreem. This is a relation between the momentum flux coefficient of the 
ejected gas, s. free-stream pressure coefficient and a parameter (vj/vm)/k 
related to the shape of the profile. For a eivcn profile in s Given hyper- 
sonic stream the tight-hand side will be fixed.. Then, if the rate of 
ejection is set so that the left-hand side bslances the righL,and the assumptions 
are justified, the pressure ezoud the curvs of the profile will be 
approximately constant. A selection of tiinton's profiles is presented in 
FiG.5. Each is identified by the values of vkm and vj/vm aasiged to it. 
The np?rotimate value of the diameter k ia also given. Only the part of the 
profile shape which is of interest in the present context has been drawn. 

The main doubts about the method concern the assumption of incompressible 
flow and the neglect of the boundary lqyer displacement thickness along the 
wall and of mixing across the interface. These are not easily resolved. 
An extension of the method to include viscous effects of two different gases 
would be very valuable. For a direct experimental test of the method, a 
test of two-dimensional models at hypersonic sneeaa would be desirable. X0 
teats in hypersonic wind-tunnels have so for been reported, 

4 TUT: 'I!ORIC OF EAlXON AIiD ALZmX4 OM AXIALLY SY?IEE%'RIC BODIES 

Like Eminton, Baron and Nzner replace the flow field of Fig.1 by an 
incompressible one, but they use a solution previously obtained by Martin7 
for en axially syrmelric closed body and construct profiles by follotine the 
theoretical streem surfaces insifie this body. They place each model in a 
wind-tunnel %dth n free-atreem iiach number of 1 ,.3 and t&e shadowgraphs for 
a range ol" mass flows. 

IIsrtin's solution' is intedefi for tile IT{:,craoruc flow past a hemis- 
pherically blunt body. He asames that the shock wave is also hemispherical, 
concentric with the body eur:ace, and that the density downstream of the ahock 
is constant. Diffusion effeots are neClectetl, but vortioity is dmitted. 
This enables him to obtain a solution in closed form for the flow between 
the shock and the body, by apl>roximately inteLratiw the momentum equations 
and satisfying the continuiiy equation and ap:n-optiiate boundary conditions 
at the shock and at the boti;r aur"ace. A stream function \'r is used, defined 
by 

2 
ar = ? vr r sin 0 

L.&k!= 
r a0 - p v. r sin 0 i 

(9) 

where r, 0 are spherical polar coorilinates (Fig.6) with 0 measured from the 
ads of symmetry, and vr end vO denote the corresponding velocity components. 
A solution of the form 
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P v 1) = c sin2 t3 f(r), 
-2 I’ 

0 

1s assumed, end it is shown that 

f(r) = h(r/roP + B(r/ro)2 t c(r/roP, 

(10) 

(11) 

with 

B = - 

r = r o on bod!y, r = rw on shock, 

awl where rw/ro is given by the con&.tion $ = 0, where r = ro, that is, by 
the equation A + G + C = 0. 

Baron ad Alzner' a&y the above solution to the Revlon r < ro, that is 
to say, to the continuation of ;'artin's flow inside the body. They take the 
former body surface, r = ro, now to be the interface betmeen an eJected gas 
and the oncoming stream, and regara the f3mily of stream surfaces in r < ro, 

defInea by assi;+.w positive values to $ in equation (IO), as a family of 
body profiles. This continuation of Nsrtin's soldion cannot strictly be 
defended, because the flow between the shock and the interface has a vorticity 
derived from the curvature of the shock, and the vorticity of the ejected flow 
bears no relation to this. However, at the interface itself the theoretical 
vortxity is zero so , provd.ed the vorticity of the ejected flow is not 
appreciable, a limited amount of continuation mi&t be acceptable. A more 
serious shortcom-rng is the need to fair the profiles into parallel ducts as 
shown in kig.G, departing from the theoretical surfaces because these all start 
from a "poznt source" and give infinite velocity at the origin and sonic 
conditions at about a gx+.rLer radius from the stajnation point. 

The ejected mass flow Q is calculated by relating the mass flow through 
a circular stream txlbe upstream of the shock to the stream function and 
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assuming that the same relation holds for the ejected flow. The validity 
of the continuation is taken for granted. The result is 

Four ejection models were constructed by taking the available 
combinations of two diameters (1.2 inches and 0.8 inches) and two design 
mass flows (Q/(pmVoo nr$) equal to 0.014 and 0.028 ). For each a set of 
shadowgraphs were taken, coverinC the rawe of mass flows from zero to past 
the design value. The shadowgraphs presented for the model 1.2/0.028 show 
physical features similar to those of PiC.2. The results are mere signifi- 
cant than Tucker's, however, in the sense that the interface detachment 
distance could be measured and indeed reached the design vnlue at the design 
mass flow; serious flow separation occurred when the design mass flow was 
exoeeded. The interface then beccme irregular and the shook became 
appreciably distorted. Tucker's observations had no such theoretical 
counterpart. All the other models also showed smoothly attached flow for 
lower mass flows, but the above breakdown occurred before the design mass 
flow was reached at values from at most YW: to at most 70,, of the design 
value. The objective of relating flow behaviour to design, apparently 
achieved with model 1.2/0.028, is proved elusive by the behaviour of the 
other models. 

A number of reasons csn be advanced for the above lack of consistency. 
In the first place, surface wessure gradients are not even considered in 

7 the cesign; in the absence of the duet adverse pressure Gradients will 
certainly be present and it is not known how the substitution of the 
arbitrarily f&red duct far the source flow affects the pressure distribution. 
'Then, the continuation of Zartin's solution to within the body (or interface) 
is not strictly valid, and, even if it were satisfactory for practical 
purposes, there remains the fact that I:artin's solution, like Cminton's,is 
inviscid and incompressible. Finally, even if the theory were in every other 
way satisfactory, there is the need to introtluce the arbitrarily faired duct 
which disturbs the flow in some generally unpredictable manner, and which 
also precludes the establishment of a consistent rational design method. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The sim of shaping the profile so that the ejected gas remains attached 
has been interpreted as: to shape so that (i) aaverse pressure I;raG.ents are 
avoided and (ii) most of the turninC of the gas is accomplisherl subsonically. 
There is some stop in how these conditions may be satisfiecl. Both theory 
and experiment have so far taken the easiest way. For two-dimensional 
flow, Eminton's method3 is available as a starting point; it applies equally 
to swept lea&inC-ed;es, but no tests of either case have yet been mode. For 
axially-symmetric flow, tests cre readily cnrried out but mathematical diffi- 
culties have so far discouraged t!le development of an adequate theory. It 

‘:I This is about one-third the flow rate successfully used by Tucker' to 
obtain the results presented in PiCs.Z(a) and 3. 
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has been established, by the experiments of Baron and Usner' and of Tucker', 
that the desired smooth layer of ejected gas can be obtained, rnth a shaped 
profile, bui a complete and reliable method of design does not yet exist. 

YThe way to further progress is not easy but is discernible. The use of 
a sufficJently 1nrLe uind-tunnel (;,refersbly hy:!ersonic) should enable tests 
to be made of a two-dimensional model with a cross-section which is both large 
enough to hold the necessary instrumentation and small enough to eliminate 
bloc&e problems and restrict the influence of the side-walls to the ends of 
the model. Eminton's approach cannot be applied to axially syrmnetric flows, 
but axUlly symmetric bodies with an integral duct and favourable or nearly 
zero pressure gradients could be obtained from distributions of ring vortices 
and ring sources, even if the process is tedious. Such tests of two- 
dimensional and azudly symmctrio desl~ns are needed to check how far the 
assumption of incompressible flow is adequate, whether skin friction and 
displacement effects are importsnt and whether differences indensity across 
Lhe interface lead to much mixing or to instability. It is also hi&ly 
desirable to apply and extend existing methods for oalculatinG binary boundary 
layers to the case of nose ejection and to consider the conditions at a free 
stagnation point with different Lases on either side. 
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SYliBOLS --- 

coefficients in equation (11) 

function defined by equation (11) 

half-width of ejection orifice far upstreem - Section 3 

approximate ammeter of mteri'ace in hodograph plans - Section 3 

source strength - Section 3 

slalic pressure 

mass flow - Section li. 

npherical polar coordinates - Section 4 (0 also angle between 
surface normal and free-stream direction - Section 3) 

radii of bounding; stream surface and shock-wave, respectively, 
Section 4 

velocity in compressible flow 

velocity in incompressible flow - Section 3 
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Subscripts 
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velocity components in spherical polar coorhinates - Section 4 

complex variable - Section 3 

complex velocity - Section 3 

doublet strexth - Sootion 3 

ilcnsity 

stream function, defined in equations (3) 

complex potential - Section 3 

far upstream in orifice 

around curve of Yminton's profiles 

at the stagnation point 

in undisturbed free-stream 
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